New charge filed

Soule apologizes for Grorgo picture

By Mark James
Freshman Pictu8eebook Editor
David South

A letter of apology to those offended by the inclusion of the Grorgo picture in the Technology Community Association produced Picturebook.

The Committee on Discipline (IPD) withdrew a letter about the picture on Monday. The first complaint came from the Sophomore South; the second asked for the exculpation of the entire TCA membership.

Soul's letter (see box at right) stated that he felt it was necessary to reflect upon the nature of his thought and to appeal to those people whom he has upset.

This was followed by The Tech's letter to the Grorgeo students, which stated that the removal of the photograph could not be ignored.

The students had asked for an apology — the charges were issued before Soul's letter was released. For suitable disciplinary action, and for the withdrawal of all copies of the picturebook, they do not specify what such a disciplinary action would be, according to the source.

Assistant Director of Admission
John Mack '73 spoke with The Tech on Monday evening.

To the members of the MIT community:

During the past two weeks I have tried to understand what I did when I published the picture of Grorgeo. Now realize that I cannot even understand the insult some people have seen in the picture, because my actions are a serious political matter and I am now aware of the insult.

My inclusion of the picture was a grave mistake and I want to apologize to all the people whom I had offended. I was very, very, very sorry and I wise.

In addition, the charges stated that the removal of the picture cannot be ignored.
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